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4 Questions Your IT Services Company Should Be Able To Say “Yes” To

O

ut with the old and in with the new! For far too long, small businesses have taken an old-school approach to IT services and
security. In other words, they wait until something goes wrong before they call an IT Services company and request help. Back in
the day (think the 1990s and 2000s), this approach worked, more or less. External threats, such as hackers and viruses, were still
few and far between. A data breach wasn’t on anyone’s mind. It made sense to wait until something went wrong before taking
action.
In IT circles, this is known as the “break-fix” approach. Something breaks, so someone has to come in to fix it. And they charge
for their services accordingly. If something small breaks and it takes a short time to fix, you could expect a smaller bill. If
something big breaks, well, you can expect a pretty hefty bill. The break-fix approach is 100% reactive. As many businesses have
learned, especially in more recent years, as the number of threats has skyrocketed, it can get very expensive. IT specialists are
an in-demand field. With just about every business relying on the Internet and Internet-connected devices in order to operate,
there’s a lot of opportunity for something to go wrong.
This is exactly why you can’t rely on the reactive, break-fix model anymore. If you do, you could be putting your business at
serious risk. In some cases, the mounting costs and damages done could put you out of business. If you’re hit by a data breach
or if a hacker infiltrates your network, which is a common occurrence, what’s next? You call your IT Services partner – if you
have a partner – and tell them you need help. They might be able to restore lost or stolen data. That is, if you routinely backed
up that data. You don’t want to find yourself in this position, and you don’t have to. Instead, take a proactive approach to your IT
support and security. This is the new way of doing things! It’s also known as Managed Services – and it’s a far cry from the breakfix approach. If you work with an IT Services company that only comes out when something breaks, it’s time to get them on the
phone to ask them four big questions. These are questions they absolutely need to say “yes” to.
1. Can you monitor our network and devices for threats 24/7?

2. Can you access my network remotely to provide on-the-spot IT support to my team?
3. Can you make sure all our data is backed up AND secure?
4. Can you keep our network protected with up-to-date malware solutions, firewalls, and web filtering?
If your IT Services partner says “no” to any or all of these questions, it might be time to look for a new IT Services partner. If
they say “yes” (or, even better, give you an emphatic “yes”), it’s time to reevaluate your relationship with this company. You want
to tell them you’re ready to take a proactive approach to your IT support, and you’ll be happy to have them on board. Far too
many small businesses don’t bother with proactive support because they don’t like the ongoing cost (think of it as a subscription
for ongoing support and security). They would rather pay for things as they break. But these break-fix services are more
expensive than ever before. When things go wrong, and these days, things will go wrong, you’ll be left with the bill – and be left
wishing you had been more proactive! Don’t be that person. Make the call and tell your IT Services provider you want proactive
protection for your business. Ask them how they can help and how you can work together to avoid disaster!
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Bill Hartman

B

Bill Hartman

“I can
access my
files from
anywhere
- everything
is encrypted
and secure.
. .”

ill is a big personality in our little city of Fort Wayne. With more than 36 years of experience
in the Health and Life Insurance Industry, Bill knows what it takes to support his customers, and
particularly as open enrollment comes to an end for the year, he’s hard at work doing just that —
serving his clients in both Indiana and Ohio. Throughout the years, Bill has had to keep current
with, not only trends in his own industry, but the technological needs of his agency to allow him to
work effectively. Recently, we were able to work with Bill to put in place another great product from
Synology. While Synology provides a range of devices and software solutions, perhaps their most
popular products are their file storage solutions. For Bill, Synology was exactly what he needed.
After over 30+ years of managing his business in a paper-based world, Bill recognized he was limited
by his filing cabinets and needed to go paperless. He spent a couple years scanning and saving
documents, but he successfully made the transition. He had his files managed in a single device, but
management wasn’t ideal and backups were nonexistent. “We were at risk,” Bill explains, “Someone
could have just walked off with that box.”
Bill met Tim from CTSi at a networking group and started talking about how to solve this problem.
We found just the right device to support everything that Bill needed. With Synology’s Network
Attached Storage device, not only are files readily available, but they are safe and secure with
offsite backups. “With Synology,” Bill told us, “the benefit is that it can back up everything and I can
access my files from anywhere — and everything is encrypted and secure.” Having Bill’s information
available no matter where he is, right at his fingertips, is critical to providing the very best service
possible for his customers.
Hartman Insurance Services is an individual health insurance agency offering both Medicare and
major medical. They empower their customers to make informed decisions about their insurance
needs. “Synology makes that process easier,” Bill told us. “I have a full day trip tomorrow. I’ll need
that Synology!”
Bill, we’re so glad to have the opportunity to partner with you to get the most out of your
technological investment.
Visit hartmaninsuranceservices.com and be sure to visit the “About Us” page to learn more
about Bill and his team at Hartman Insurance Services.

Is Working From An Office More Secure
Than Working Remotely?

It may come as a surprise but working remotely can be just as (or more) secure than working in the

office. If done right. Those are the three operating words: If done right. This takes effort on the part
of both the business and the remote employee. Here are three MUST HAVES for a secure work-fromhome experience:

1 SECURE NETWORKS
This is non-negotiable. Every remote employee should be connecting to a secure network (at home, it should
be WPA2 encrypted), and they should be doing so with a VPN or a secure global network cloud solution.

2

SECURE DEVICES

All devices used for work should be equipped with endpoint security – antivirus, anti-malware, antiransomware, and firewall protection. Employees should also only use employer-provided or approved devices
for work-related activity, NOT personal systems shared by other family members.

3 SECURE PASSWORDS
If employees need to log into employer-issued programs, strong passwords that are routinely updated should
be required. Of course, strong passwords, and a password management application, should be the norm
across the board.
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Should You Install The New Operating
System On Your Computer?
P

articularly if you own an Apple computer, or if you’ve been paying attention to Apple
news, you may have heard that Apple recently released a new version of their
operating system — And this one is pretty big. Some of our Apple customers have
reached out for help because their computer is telling them they should upgrade. For
those asking if they should install Big Sur on their systems, CTSi recommends that you
wait.
And we recommend waiting for a couple different reasons. First, even though operating
systems go through testing phases, called “beta testing” for the purpose of finding and
resolving problems, initial public releases, such as this one, serve as a much larger version
of that testing process. It’s impossible to know how the operating system will respond to
all the unique situations out there until it gets a chance to try them out. For the systems
that you need to run your business, we don’t think you need to participate in this testing
process. You need to know that your computers are operating well, without surprises. It’s
best to wait for an operating system to find some stability before performing an upgrade.
Second, as we have managed our customer devices over the years, we’ve seen what
can happen when a hasty upgrade is made, and we want to protect you from the added
headache and downtime that can take place when things haven’t been thought through
properly. To help you with that process, we sat down to record a conversation about the
process of updating your devices. Although this conversation speaks directly to Apple’s
operating system update, the process is the same for all devices and would be valuable for
you to listen to if you are involved in planning or executing maintenance on your business
systems, regardless of the platform.
The third thing to mention is that operating system updates, and particularly this one, for
reasons we’ll be discussing in a future article and video conversation, provide the perfect
opportunity to plan out maintenance and hardware upgrade schedules. Combining these
processes can save you time and money by keeping your systems current and healthy, and
by performing needed upgrades to both software and hardware simultaneously rather
than spreading the process out and duplicating some efforts.
Now is the time to plan, if you don’t already have a maintenance schedule in place for your
workstations. We recommend you watch this video so you have a thorough understanding
of what is involved in maintaining your computer systems, then reach out to us to
schedule a time to plan your maintenance and upgrade.

WATCH THE VIDEO HERE: www.creativetechs.biz/shouldiupgrade
contact us at: www.creativetechs.biz or call 866-389-2874

Tim Poyner is the
President of CTSi and
serves customers as their
virtual Chief Information
Officer (vCIO). With
more than 25 years
of experience in the
technology industry,
Tim understands the
challenges of running a
small business and how
the wrong technology can
get in the way — and how
the right technology can
help you to reach your
goals. For our partners,
CTSi works to understand
where your business is
going, so we can ensure
the right solutions are in
place so you can succeed.
If you are interested
in scheduling a time
to talk with Tim and
discover if CTSi is the
right technology partner
for you, we suggest
you schedule a free
consultation. You’ll have
an opportunity to get
to know us and you’ll
discover if CTSi is a fit for
your business.
Schedule your FREE
consultation at www.
creativetechs.biz/
freeconsult
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Synology

Data is at the heart of every industry’s transformation, and this is where Synology has

a profoundly important role to play. At its very core, its mission is to manage and protect the
world’s data. Synology uniquely enables every business to manage, secure, and protect their data
wherever access is needed from flash to disk to multiple cloud architectures – at the scale needed to
accommodate the exponential data growth of the digital world.
CTSi and Synology take a multi-collaborative approach across multiple teams of techs and engineers
to create the perfect solution for your business. Synology places more of an emphasis on software
than hardware with engineers consistently writing new software to generate creative solutions. It is
because of this commitment to quality, innovation, and teamwork that we like to think of Synology as
an extension of our team. CTSi’s strategic partnership with Synology allows us to offer our clients only
the best solutions for their business with full confidence that needs are not only met but exceeded.

CTSi would like to invite you to join us for a very important webinar that every business MUST
attend to be sure your important investments are safe and secure. We are hosting this important
webinar to share how YOU can utilize powerful Video Surveillance services to secure your business
through your partnership with Creative Technology Solutions. The Smart Surveillance Webinar will
be covering simple, reliable and cost-effective real-time video monitoring and surveillance solutions
for small businesses and home owners!

Smart Surveillance Webinar
December 10, 2:00 PM

1
Attend the webinar
for a chance to win a
Logitech Circle 2 Wired
surveillance camera!
($179 value)

2

3

RESERVE YOUR SPOT!

www.creativetechs.biz/watchout

CTSi Enhanced Security for Managed Services Clients

A

s a leading local Managed Services Provider (MSP), protecting our clients with the best-in-class security solutions is one of our
top priorities. Included in our 2020 premium Professional Service Agreement (PSA) Plans is an autonomous breach protection
platform that consolidates and automates monitoring, control, attack prevention, detection, response orchestration, and threat
remediation across our customers’ entire environment. Newer technology, along with our exclusive partnership with a professional
security-focused organization, allows CTSi to offer this advanced and aggressive security service that would typically be limited
to larger enterprise customers. For many small businesses, a service like this would be prohibitive from a cost perspective, but is
now easily available to any CTSi PSA client, regardless of size. This service combines NextGenAV, threat hunting, SIEM (Security
Information & Event Management), SOAR (Security Orchestration, Automation & Response), event logging/storage, 24x7 SOC
(Security Operations Center), and a security team that monitors and manages threats utilizing a single lightweight agent resulting
in the most complete security platform available—and is now available to CTSi customers. We’ll be unpacking what all that means
for your business in our upcoming Newsletter about our 2020 PSA Plans and other security-focused services CTSi
provides our customers, continuing to set us apart from other managed services providers. Better Security. Better Value. Period.

North-Central Indiana Office:
700 Park Ave, Suite E Winona Lake, IN 46590
Phone: (574) 268-CTSi (2874)
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